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Sally Egbert’s Virtual Abstraction
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Full fathom five thy father lies
Of his bones are coral made
Those are pearls that were his eyes
Nothing of him that doth fade
But does suffer a sea-change
Into something rich and strange.
SHAKESPEARE, THE TEMPEST

Painting is an accommodating medium, embracing infinite possibilities and
seeming impossibilities. Did Eva Hesse ever really cease to be the painter she
started out to be, however much her paintings lunged, sagged, leapt, crept from
the wall and finally freed themselves entirely? Sam Gilliam’s stained unstretched
canvases drape and flow without benefit of stretcher or frame. Jackson Pollock’s
Full Fathom Five (1947) incorporates studio detritus such as cigarette butts, nails,
thumbtacks, buttons, coins, and a key embedded in the paint. Colored light
projected onto Rothko’s faded Harvard Murals in Cambridge has “restored” their
original hues. I thought of all of these things, and more, during a recent visit
to Sally Egbert’s studio.
Egbert’s work in the 90s was characterized by bright, acidic or pastel colors and
casual, self-contained forms in dialogue with meandering lines exquisitely
balanced on open white fields. With a playfulness and a “gendered” palette that
belied its underlying formal stringency – or astringency – the work presented
a knowing and witty challenge to classic Abstract Expressionist solemnities it was
nonetheless in the direct lineage of.
In recent years Egbert’s painting has undergone a sea-change. Painterly washes,
seemingly casual in execution, ground her canvases and may suggest ambiguous
landscapes, undersea realms, or dark voids lit with surprising radiances.
Onto these surfaces, alternately negating and participating in their spatial illusion,
such as it is, are imposed blunt painted marks, or collaged scraps of torn cloth
or paper, or drawn images: delicately limned flowers, stems or branches. Flowers?
More like abstract indications of flowers such as a child, or Paul Klee, might draw. »

The free underpainting and torn collage elements convey a sense of risk or abandon,
providing a foil to the fragile floral notations; the combination gives rise to poignant
feelings of transience. Egbert will tell you frankly that these paintings followed a
devastating personal loss several years ago, the kind one never completely gets over.
(Writing this I think of Wolfgang Tillmans’s photograph, “I Don’t Want to Get Over
You,” (2000) in which a huge snakey green abstract “flaw” interrupts an expansive
skyscape.) “I like edges,” Egbert says, speaking about the way her drawings and
collages are often executed on irregularly torn paper, emphasizing their edges;
while the collage elements on both paintings and drawings are often narrow strips,
little more than “edges” themselves. Such torn shards might suggest rends in
the placid fabric of daily life, through which one suddenly perceives a shockingly
changed reality. Of one particularly radiant work she says, “It’s like a spirit.” Of
another: “It’s a kind of message.” The work is edgy and restless, for sure, flipping
between representation and abstraction; depth and surface; darkness and light;
preciosity and rigor. The notion of balance, internalized now, remains a touchstone.
The paintings are slow; they change and deepen and reveal more, but never all
of themselves, as one looks. They have the force of necessity.
In some of her newest work, Egbert ups the ante by suspending objects from strings
and wires in front of the painting, to dangle mobile-fashion in counterpoint to the
two-dimensional images on the canvas behind them, which itself may be neither
rectangular nor stretched. She has also been experimenting with lighting the work,
or parts of it, with colored filters, which turn the strings and wires into lines of
color, and call into question the now mutable colors on the canvas. It is not new for
a painter to wish to engage sculptural elements or move off the surface of the
picture plane, but Egbert’s concerns could not be farther from feats of engineering
or material excess. Instead, with a beguiling lo-tech simplicity and wit, slightly
reminiscent of Eva Hesse, Egbert brings collage elements out into real space, our
space. If one stands, as one might, between the suspended objects and the work
on the wall one finds oneself literally in the space of the painting, encompassed by
it, moving within it as the objects move in one’s wake. »

Air has long been felt as a presence in Sally Egbert’s paintings, breezing through
and between painted gestures, lofting and turning the inventions of her brush and
hand. Now air is literally a participant, hosting and activating the sculptural
elements. Egbert describes the multifarious suspended objects as “things I’ve just
picked up along the way,” and many have incidental connections to earlier or
current aspects of her life. They include: bulbous, gourd-like shapes made of
papier-maché formed over balloons in the time-honored manner, painted and cut
in half or cut open, to become almost suggestive of cartoon body parts and organs
(“I never made sculpture before, but it’s fun to wrap my hands around objects”);
studio relics, such as a fragment of a broken wineglass retaining dried blue paint
from when it was used as a palette (“I mixed paint in there and then it became so
beautiful”); a special stick from the country (“I don’t know how I got it home on the
bus without breaking it”); scraps and strips of colored cloth salvaged from her
day-job at a fabric-cutting company (“That red strip looks kind of scary, like
somebody killed somebody’s doll”); old picture wire with a d-clip still attached,
from when she worked for a framer. Swaying like flotsam amid swells of color,
these humble talismans of daily existence, precious but valueless, are transmuted
into pure gesture, heightening the suggestion of metamorphosis present in all
Egbert’s work.
Egbert recently recalled her impressions of a long-ago ride at Disney World, “Space
Mountain.” It was “A roller coaster in the dark with these pinpoints of light. I felt
like a pencil making a mark in space, I didn’t feel like a person I felt like a line in
a painting whizzing through space.” Entering into the imaginative and physical
space of Sally Egbert’s new paintings is to become part of them and of their making.
By the act of seeing we ourselves become “like a line in a painting,” creating a
world before us as we go.
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